Radiation hybrid (RH) map construction allows investigators to locate both type I and type II markers on a given genome map. The process is composed of two steps. The first consists of determining the pattern distribution of a set of markers within the different cell lines of an RH panel. This is mainly done by polymerase chain reaction (PCR) amplification and gel electrophoresis, and results in a series of numbers indicating the presence or the absence of each marker in each cell line. The second step consists of a comparison of these numbers, using various algorithms, to group and then order markers. Because different algorithms may provide (slightly) different orders, we have compared the merits of the MultiMap and TSP/CONCORDE packages using a data set of information currently under analysis for construction of the canine genome RH map.
Whole genome map construction is a two-step process: molecular data generation and the resulting data analysis (McCarthy 1996) . The latter uses computer programs specifically dedicated to the nature of the map under construction. There are three different types of genome maps: meiotic linkage, radiation hybrid (RH), and physical. They differ, in part, in the type of markers used to make up the map, the method of genotyping, and the presentation of the results. One of the fundamental differences between meiotic linkage and RH map construction versus physical maps is in assembly methodology. For a physical map, the respective position of two markers A and B is not-or should not be-affected by the addition of new markers to the data set. By comparison, in meiotic linkage and RH map construction, the addition of new markers to an existing data set can, and often does, affect the position of previously mapped markers. This is due to the fact that meiotic linkage and RH maps result from a statistical treatment of experimental data, and thus depend on the analysis program used as well the underlying parameters used in evaluating the data set. As happens frequently, distinct analysis may yield statistically valid yet distinctly different maps. Even recomputing the same set of data using an identical setting of parameters and the same computer program can produce different versions of a given map (Figure 1 ).
RH Mapping
RH maps result from comparing marker distributions within collections of hybrid cell lines that were previously obtained by fusion of gamma-irradiated cells with heterologous carrier cells (Goss and Harris 1975; Vignaux et al. 1999; Walter et al. 1994) . Since each viable hybrid contains only a subset, ideally 25%-35%, of the irradiated genome, markers sharing identical or similar distributions within the RH panel will be identified as being in close physical proximity on the chromosome of interest, while markers with a distinct distribution pattern are, of necessity, unlinked. During the first step of RH map construction, the presence or absence of each marker to be localized is determined for each cell line of interest by polymerase chain reaction (PCR) amplification using DNA isolated from each cell line in the RH panel. The resulting data set consists of a series of numbers, with 1 indicating the presence of a marker in a specific hybrid cell line, 0 its absence, and 2 an uncertain result. Thus the distribution of each marker in the panel is characterized by a sequence of 1, 0, 2, called ''vectors'' (Cox et al. 1990 ), as shown in Figure 2 .
During the second step of map construction, marker retention patterns within the panel are compared using different algorithms. This comparison is performed in two phases. In the former, a two-point analysis assigns markers to RH groups that ultimately will correspond to individual chromosomes. In a well-developed map there will be only one RH group associated with each chromosome. The second phase involves determining the markers order within each RH group. To perform these computations, several computing program packages, including RHMAP, RHMAP-PER, and MultiMap, have been made publicly available (Boehnke et al. 1991; Matise et al. 1994; Slonim et al. 1997 ).
Interpreting RH Maps
As discussed previously, the end result of RH map construction is a graphical representation of the vector distribution that most closely fits the results of statistical treatment. Unfortunately, for a given set of vectors, there is no unique statistically sound graphical representation. As shown in Figure 1 , we analyzed the same set of vectors 10 times with the MultiMap program (Matise et al. 1994) , varying only the initial pair of markers that were used. Comparison of the 10 maps shows they are not exactly the same. For instance, the most telomeric marker is marker 8 in six maps, marker 17 in three maps, and marker 13 in the last map. Figure 1 also shows that marker 12 is mapped at four different positions: 2, 3, 11, and 15. Other discrepancies between the 10 maps can be detected in Figure 1 . Comparison of these 10 maps shows that although a given marker is predominantly present at each position (i.e., marker 8 is present seven times out of 10 in position 1, marker 17 is present three times, and marker 13 is present one time), no position is occupied in all 10 maps by the same marker. 
General Principles of RH Map Construction
Two methods, classified as nonparametric and parametric, are widely used in constructing RH maps. Nonparametric methods utilized by programs such as RHMAP, developed by M. Boehnke (Boehnke et al. 1991) , or a program developed by A. Ben-Dor (Ben-Dor and Chor 1997) try to determine the order of markers that minimizes the number of obligate chromosome breaks (OCB). These data are calculated by publicly available software based on the retention pattern of each marker. Parametric methods (MultiMap, RHMAPPER, RHMAP) (Boehnke et al. 1991; Matise et al. 1994; Slonim et al. 1997 ) are based on the comparison of the likelihood of several locus orders. Starting with a pair or triplet of markers, parametric approaches carry out local extension and perform local permutations of consecutive markers to produce the most likely marker order.
RH Mapping and the TSP Approach
In 2000 Agarwala et al. published an RH computation package using the CONCORDE algorithm, which utilizes the ''traveling salesman problem'' (TSP) approach for ordering markers within a specific region (Agarwala et al. 2000; Ben-Dor and Chor 1997) . In the classic TSP problem, one attempts to determine the shortest route by which a series of cities can be visited without ever visiting the same city twice. In the mathematical adaptation of this problem to genome map construction, the cities correspond to the markers and the cost to the distances. The TSP/CON-CORDE algorithm systematically computes five independent RH maps. Three are variants of the maximum likelihood estimate (MLE) approach and two of the OCB approach. Agarwala et al. (2000) described the TSP/ CONCORDE package as an improved option to compute maps, resulting in marker orders with higher MLE and lower OCB values. In this particular case, the analysis is mostly insensitive to the initial RH data file and the final map orders are independent of the initial format of the data set (alphabetical order or reverse, etc.), as marker order is determined using large neighborhood rearrangements rather than local permutations. Thus the work represents a major step forward in RH mapping software.
Constructing Canine RH Maps
We are presently using the TSP/CONCORDE package to order the 3,270 markers that make up the most recent version of the whole-genome canine RH map (Guyon et al., in preparation). Figure 3 shows an example of the type of results we have obtained thus far. In contrast to the example presented in Figure 1 , the five TSP maps are derived using both principles-that is, the MLE approach for the first three maps, which has three independent parameter settings, and the OCB approach, which has two independent settings to compute the two OCB maps. In its original presentation, the TSP/CONCORDE package (Agarwala et al. 2000) presents the results as five independent maps, systematically and automatically generated from the same set of RH data.
We developed an additional feature that evaluates the five maps and calculates a consensus map. Our method consists of determining the frequency of the position of a given marker over the five variant maps. When the position of a marker is concordant between the five maps, the placement is considered to have a high confidence level and is assigned a support score of 100%. By comparison, any marker displaying a concordant position in only three maps is assigned a 60% confidence level. We then generate a consensus map containing the markers placed at their best position determined by the position frequency calculated among the five TSP maps, as represented in Figure 3 . Markers with a high confidence support are very likely to be mapped at a robust position, whereas markers present less than three times at the same position in the five maps (less than 60% confidence support) are considered questionable. Results of the comparison of these five maps is shown by the horizontal bars. When the same marker is present in the five maps at a given position, the horizontal bars have a maximum length and correspond to mapping positions reaching high confidence (i.e., box 1). Map positions occupied by two or more markers are characterized by shorter horizontal bars (i.e., boxes 2 and 3). Although, as in box 2, a given marker can occupy three different positions, extending the size of the scrambled region, in box 3 only two adjacent markers exchange their positions, limiting the zone of uncertainty. Such results probably reflect the overall resolution of the 5000 rad panel used in these experiments.
Occasionally a single marker will be placed at two different positions, revealing a major mapping conflict. Since presentation of the results as a consensus map is prone to mask regions where a certain level of uncertainty exists, we include a graphical representation of the best position data for each marker. This will allow map users to immediately spot regions with high statistical support, as well as those for which less confidence can be obtained. Of interest is that quite often, even if the scrambled region is made of several markers, it can be subdivided in smaller subregions of two to four markers (Figure 4a ). At this stage it is not necessary to account for this slight scrambling; all markers have been typed twice and demonstrate results above a predefined quality threshold. As shown in Figure 4b , by exclusively recomputing the vectors of the 12 markers present between positions 13 and 25 with the TSP/CONCORDE package, more marker placements are now concordant between the five maps.
One final strategy we propose to use for solving construction problems in difficult regions is to repeat the two-point analysis using MultiMap, but with a higher LOD score than used previously (i.e., 9, 10, or even higher), if the first one was done at LOD 8. When this is done, more than one RH group often results, dividing the chromosome into two to three RH groups. These individual RH groups can often be ordered in a more satisfactory way with TSP/ CONCORDE. Alternatively, or in addition, a two-point analysis performed with a higher LOD score threshold might eject markers with dubious vectors, thus facilitating subsequent correct ordering of the novel RH groups.
Conclusion
It is still too early to judge the merits of the TSP/ CONCORDE package in RH mapping relative to other programs such as MultiMap and RHMAPPER, which have been extensively used for previous map construction. (Avner et al. 2001; Breen et al. 2001; Deloukas et al. 1998; Mellersh et al. 2000; Murphy et al. 2000; Priat et al. 1998; Stewart et al. 1997) . However, the advantages we presently perceive manifest themselves at both map construction and map utilization levels. During map construction, this program acts as an automatic alert, highlighting construction problems. Such problems can then be solved by regional recomputing and identifying problematic vectors. Obviously, as shown in Figure 1 , several computations of the same vectors can, in principle, be done with another program, resulting in delineation of problematic regions. But then this is done using a unique approach and each time with the same parameter setting. In addition, such multiple computations are not made automatically and necessitate a program adaptation. At the level of map utilization, graphical representation of the five maps and display of the name of the markers immediately tell users what confidence they may have in the map and where problems may still exist.
